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For 170 years, the Australian 
Manufacturing Workers’ Union has 
fought to upskill workers and ensure
that their skills are recognised and 
rewarded. AMWU members make and 
repair Australia’s trucks, trains, aircraft, 
and ferries. They process the food our 
farmers grow and create environmentally 
sustainable packaging to export them all 
around the world.

It is our members who will build the green 
energy infrastructure Australia requires 
for the 21st century. They will build and 
maintain the medical equipment that we 
use in our hospitals and the electric buses 
that will get us where we need to go. And 
it is AMWU members who will build the 
defence equipment used by our armed 
services.

We will not make this transition without 
improving and enhancing the skills of 
workers. Australia’s economic growth and 
international competitiveness previously 
benefitted from workers and unions 
being actively engaged in workplace 
and industry productivity discussions 
which led to  a compounding benefit of 
improving workplace skills, flexibility, and 
workers’ wages.

Over the last ten years, however, the skills 
which will enable us to make, maintain, 
and repair have been systematically 
undervalued, underinvested in, and 
under recognised, while workers and 
their unions have been systematically 
excluded from productivity discussions. 

Long term strategies to maximise 
productivity through upskilling and 
empowering workers have been crushed 
under the weight of short-term profit 
maximisation.

Around the world today, the governments 
of most major countries are making 
significant investments in developing 
highly skilled manufacturing workforces 
to bolster their sovereign capabilities. 
These governments recognise the 
economic opportunities represented by 
rapid changes in production technologies 
and are positioning themselves to take 
full advantage. Without a significant 
rethink of skill development and 
recognition, Australia risks being left 
behind.

The nexus between productivity growth 
and wages was broken around the time 
of the Global Financial Crisis, but this 
trend accelerated under the Abbott/
Turnbull/ Morrison governments. To 
re-establish the link between wages 
and productivity growth requires both 
renewed investment in skills and training 
and greater recognition for the skills 
workers already have.

Members of the AMWU understand
this relationship inherently. Their lived 
experiences and their vision for a robust 
Australian economy centred on high- 
skilled, well-paid manufacturing jobs 
is the basis of this paper and sketches 
a framework for revitalising our skills 
and training system and positioning the 
Australian economy for strong, inclusive 
growth for decades to come.
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Skills Now and 
Into the Future

In 2022, Australian policy makers face 
several major challenges to ensure our 
nation’s ongoing and inclusive prosperity. 

The COVID-19 pandemic, the resulting 
increased medical and care needs 
of Australians, and the continuing 
disruptions to global supply chains, are 
ongoing. Climate change and the global 
movement from fossil fuels to renewable 
energy presents unprecedented 
challenges for Australia’s energy markets 
and for the industrial restructuring of coal 
mining and energy-producing regions. 
Rapid technological change in areas like 
robotics, the Internet of Things, and Big 
Data, promises to significantly reorganise 
work. All the while, increasing geo- 
political instability in our region requires 
the attention of policy makers at multiple 
levels.

Meeting all four of these challenges 
requires a highly skilled workforce who 
can make, maintain, and repair Australia’s 
food, transportation, green energy 
infrastructure, and medical equipment, 
among other things.

Sadly, manufacturing skills have been 
neglected—and sometimes deliberately 
sabotaged—in recent years. TAFE has 
been systematically underfunded by 
successive Coalition governments. The 
number of Australians in apprenticeships 
and traineeships has declined 
significantly in the last 10 years, despite
a recent uptick. The impacts of these 
policy failures are starting to be felt in the 
real economy through skills shortages 
and Australia’s inability to produce 
things like medical equipment in times of 
emergency.
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Pepe Jones,
Process Worker
Darrell Lea, Sydney

Pepe has worked as a process worker at 
Darrell Lea in Sydney for around nine 
years. Together with her coworkers, Pepe 
makes many of Darrell Lea’s best-known 
products. Members of her team need to 
know how to operate multiple machines 
and how to put together the relevant 
recipes for their stream of production. 
Pepe and her fellow AMWU members 
have worked hard to make sure workers 
are properly trained and their skills are 
recognised.

“In the old days, you were classified 
according to how well you got on with 
your boss,” Pepe says. Thanks to the 
union-led reclassification process, worker 
skill is now recognised and upskilling
is incentivised. “We agreed to a process. 
We undertook the training, followed 
the agreed competency standards, and 
undertook the assessments.”

“Management needs better skilled 
workers. If things are going to work right, 
you need people who know what they’re 
doing.” Pepe argues that this applies to 
the economy more broadly, “For all of the 
issues facing our country, we need skilled 
workers to address them. That means 
having a strong TAFE system. It means 
recognising and rewarding workers when 
they get new skills. It covers a whole lot of 
problem areas we’re facing as a country.”
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Recommendation 1:
The AMWU supports nation-wide free 
TAFE, similar to the policies in place 
in Victoria and Queensland. Within 
this framework, the union supports 
establishing a national Manufacturing 
VET policy board tasked with developing 
and implementing measures to build 
a more coherent and constructive 
framework for VET in manufacturing.

Recommendation 2: 
The skilled migration program needs to 
be urgently reviewed. Where there are 
jobs available in Australia, employers 
must be required to actively train young 
workers to fill them. Where a skilled visa 
worker is brought in, the AMWU believes 
that there should be a requirement
for their employer to also undertake 
domestic training of workers in the same 
skillset. No job should be allowed to stay 
on the skills shortage register for longer 
than it takes to train an Australian worker 
to do that job.

Trades and 
Apprenticeships

Despite a recent boost which returned 
funding for the Vocational Education and 
Training Sector to around 2012 levels, the 
federal government has systematically 
underfunded VET for the better part of a 
decade.

Similarly, despite a significant recent 
uptick, the number of total apprentices 
and trainees in 2021 was 34 per cent lower 
than in 2012, while the percentage of all 
employment in apprenticeships and 
training was down 43 per cent.

If Australia is to rebuild its domestic 
supply chains and harness its resource 
advantages in energy and minerals to 
become an advanced manufacturing 
superpower, significant investment
is required to train the highly skilled 
workforce required
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Karen is a fitter based in Ipswich in 
South East Queensland. She first became 
interested in doing a trade when “an 
engineer came to my school and talked 
about what she did as a job.”

She thinks similar initiatives would be 
useful in attracting women into trades 
today. “Maybe there needs to be more 
information put out there, people saying 
to younger girls, hey, you can be an 
electrician, you can be a mechanic, you 
can be a heavy diesel fitter, you know.”

Until recently, Karen worked as the 
apprentice supervisor at a major mining 
company where she supervised 52 
apprentices. She was excited to take on 
the role because she is passionate about 
passing her skills on to a new generation 
of tradespeople—especially young 
women. She was disappointed to find that 
apprentices were not being taught the

Karen Smith,
Fitter
Ipswich, South East Queensland 

skills they need, and after expressing her 
dissatisfaction, she eventually left.

“They were teaching a skill set that is not 
nationally recognised, so the skills aren’t 
recognised by other employers. They’re 
not really turning out real tradespeople.”

Through her work and her involvement 
in the AMWU, Karen has come to 
recognise this is a widespread problem.

“They [Karen’s previous employer] are 
part of the group of big companies that 
are watering down our trades.” She wants 
to see all apprentices get a nationally 
recognised qualification that meets all 
the competency requirements of their 
relevant trade.
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Recommendation 3:
All trade qualifications should  be 
recognised through nationally recognised 
trade papers or licences which register 
that the person holding the papers 
has met aset of common benchmark 
tests. These papers would reflect the 
qualifications of the tradesperson and 
ensure that apprentices graduate with 
the skills they need, and employers can’t 
simply ‘tick and flick’ apprentices to meet 
their ratio requirements.

Recommendation 4: 
The AMWU notes the number of 
women undertaking apprenticeships 
remains low and supports initiatives to 
remedy this underrepresentation. The 
federal government should consider 
quotas for women in apprenticeships 
and traineeships in projects that attract 
government investment, finance, and 
other forms of support. Further, it 
should explore options for promoting 
skilled trades to women and girls in our 
schooling systems.

Recommendation 5: 
The federal government should develop 
and implement a ‘Principal Tradesperson’ 
qualification. This should encapsulate 
qualifications gained through 
apprenticeship as well as recognise 
additional learning. This policy would
be in the vein of the German ‘Master 
Tradesperson’ category and would allow 
skilled, experienced, and knowledgeable 
tradespeople to be recognised and 
remunerated in the workplace.

Recognising 
and Rewarding 
Worker Skill

Correctly classifying workers to facilitate, 
incentivise, and recognise upskilling is 
tremendously important for the future of 
Australian manufacturing. At the same 
time, underpayment of workers through 
misclassification remains one of the most 
under recognised forms of wage theft in 
Australia today. The AMWU maintains 
that the ongoing process of reclassifying 
workers in the manufacturing sector 
needs to be accelerated.

Here, the AMWU notes the success of 
the Future Print initiative. The program 
of competency-based apprenticeship 
progression was a joint initiative of the 
AMWU and the Printing Industries 
Associated of Australia, designed to train 
and recognise the next generation of 
printers. The initiative involved around 
100 employers and has resulted in over 
1,000 printing apprentices. This initiative 
has helped develop and recognise the 
skilled workers needed for Australia’s 
print industry to succeed.

Unfortunately, despite the centrality of
the implementation manual in the 
Manufacturing Award and the success 
of the reclassifications it has facilitated, 
some employers continue to delay
or frustrate efforts to classify workers 
correctly. The federal government has a 
role to play in ensuring that employers 
participate in these reclassification 
processes in good faith.



“I’ve worked at McCain for about 32 years, 
in a range of roles, and as an AMWU 
delegate for about 24 of those years,” Paul 
says.

Most recently, Paul has worked in
an inspection role and before that
as a machine operator. In his role as 
machine operator, he needed a deep 
understanding of the computer interface, 
route cause analysis and troubleshooting, 
mechanical maintenance, and the ability 
to analyse and respond to complex data.

“A person with a crash course might catch 
up and be slightly competent in three to 
six months, but really, it takes years to 
become really good at that job.”
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Paul Lavery, 
Quality Inspector
McCain Foods, Ballarat

Part of Paul’s work with his union has 
been to get workers upskilled and have 
their skills recognised and rewarded.

“Our intention was always that people 
get recognised skills, that the work is 
assessed to understand skills that are in 
it, and if some of those skills go towards 
a certificate or some form of recognition 
of the skills, that was important for us as 
well.”

Paul says that it was a source of 
frustration for him when management 
didn’t recognise the complexity of the 
work he and his colleagues did and failed 
to understand the importance of training 
workers to make sure the plant operated 
as well as it could.
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Recommendation 6:
The AMWU calls on the government to 
explore options to fund similar upskilling 
and reclassification initiatives, such as the 
recent Future Print program, involving 
industry bodies and trade unions in other 
industries.

Recommendation 7: 
The federal government should reinstate 
funding for a trade union program around 
the development and recognition of skills. 
This should include appropriate funding 
and support for the technical work of 
reclassification.

Governance

When the Abbott government came
to power in 2013, it systematically 
attempted to remove trade unions from 
the governance of skills and VET in 
Australia.

Instead, they outsourced policy making 
to consultancies like PwC and KPMG. 
This has seen multiple attempts to reform 
skills and training governance, the latest 
iteration of which — “skills clusters” — has 
some benefit in that it allows workers 
some opportunity to have a voice in skills 
and training governance.

Nonetheless, it can be said that the 
interference of several governments has 
stymied attempts by employers, workers, 
and their unions to develop the training 
package and recognition systems needed 
for a thriving manufacturing sector.
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Dominic Rozario, 
Health and Safety Representative
Opal Packaging, Scoresby

Opal employs around 1,000 people 
nationally, manufacturing renewable 
fibre packaging, among other products. 
Dominic has been with the firm for 27 
years and has seen dramatic changes in 
management worker relations during that 
time.

Under previous management, relations 
were highly antagonistic, and the 
company was in financial difficulty. 
Dominic recounts, “So, management 
came down and spoke with the workers 
and their union representatives and said 
‘We’re in some trouble here guys.’ But after 
that, we built a plan to turn the company 
around, and through the union and 
management working together, we turned 
things from a negative to a positive.” The 
new arrangement helped return the firm 
to profitability in a relatively short space 
of time and was seen as a success by 
workers and management alike.

One of the key tasks for improving the 
performance of the organisation was the 
introduction of new technologies and the 
upskilling of workers. Through the newly 
established communication channels, 
the firm worked with the AMWU to set 
up mechanisms for training workers on 
new equipment, assessing skill levels 
and requirements, and recognising and 
rewarding the skills of workers. “I think 
the lesson from our firm for the rest
of Australia is that when you listen to 
workers, when you work with a union 
and the people that are in the union, 
companies can succeed. We are an 
example of how when you work with a 
union and workers on things like skills, 
companies will succeed,” Dominic says.

Recently, the firm has come under new 
management, but Dominic hopes that the 
constructive processes the union built 
can survive the change of ownership.
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Recommendation 8:
The federal government, in conjunction 
with industry and trade unions, must 
develop clear guidelines to ensure 
we have proper governance of our 
skills system which incorporates the 
principles enunciated in the original 
Award/ Structural Efficiency processes. 
Such a governance structure would help 
ensure our training system produces 
resilient and adaptable workers with 
the skills and qualifications to do the 
work of the future, and secure industrial 
mechanisms for recognising those skills 
and qualifications.

Previous federal governments and 
current state governments have induced 
private firms to engage high levels 
of apprentices and trainees through 
procurement policies. A tried-and-tested 
method involves requiring a minimum 
ratio of apprentices and/or trainees on all 
projects that attract government support.

The federal government also has a role 
to play in directly employing apprentices 
and trainees through the public service. 
The AMWU believes the federal 
government must reinstate funding for
a national trade union program for the 
development and recognition of skills. 
Taken together, these policies would
not only help restore Australia’s skilled 
manufacturing workforce but help 
rebuild the connection between skills 
and their recognition in the labour 
market.

Procurement 
and Federal 
Funding



As a tradesperson and an AMWU shop 
steward, one of Chris’s primary concerns 
is ensuring he can pass on his skills to
a new generation of workers. He says 
that while many employers think in the 
short term about skills and training, the 
union has a long-term strategy around 
building and maintaining a highly skilled 
workforce.

“They weren’t going to put on any 
apprentices this year, so we as a union 
undertook a campaign and, belatedly, 
they put some apprentices on a couple 
of months ago. We know what it means if 
they don’t put on apprentices each year 
- in a couple of years’ time, they’ll feel the 
pinch big time.”
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Chris Harper,
Diesel Fitter
Batchfire Resources, Callide Mine in Central Queensland

He argues that instead of complaining 
about skills shortages, employers should 
be stepping up and investing in skills and 
training.

“Everybody’s screaming for tradespeople, 
whether it’s electricians, plumbers, fitters, 
mechanics, or boilermakers. Employers, 
especially big employees, should be 
putting on apprentices and building the 
skilled workforce we need. But they take 
the short-sighted view that it’s a cost to 
the business.”

Chris has also been heavily involved in 
the ongoing AMWU campaign to ensure 
apprentices are learning high level, 
transferable, and nationally recognised 
skills. “Some employers are dropping 
down from the main competency 
standards and training package to a lower 
package, or site-specific stuff.”



Batchfire Resources, Callide Mine in Central Queensland
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Recommendation 9:
The AMWU supports a minimum ratio
of apprentices to tradespersons on
all projects that attract government 
investment, finance, and other forms
of support. This policy has been 
successfully implemented previously at a 
federal level and is currently the policy of 
several state governments.

Recommendation 10:
When bidding for government contracts, 
only firms that put their apprentices 
through nationally recognised training 
packages should be utilised.

Chris points out this this means new 
tradespeople will have lower levels of 
skills and many won’t be transferable to 
other workplaces.

He’s proud that through the union, he 
and his workmates have defended the 
rights and skills of apprentices. “We had 
a battle for a number of years to get a 
good agreement for the apprentices, and 
we were very insistent that they must be 
on the Manufacturing and Engineering 
Training Package, which is nationally 
recognised.”
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Summary of 
Recommendations

Recommendation 1:
The AMWU supports nation-wide free 
TAFE, similar to the policies in place 
in Victoria and Queensland. Within 
this framework, the union supports 
establishing a national Manufacturing 
VET policy board tasked with developing 
and implementing measures to build 
a more coherent and constructive 
framework for VET in manufacturing.

Recommendation 2: 
The skilled migration program needs to 
be urgently reviewed. Where there are 
jobs available in Australia, employers 
must be required to actively train young 
workers to fill them. Where a skilled visa 
worker is brought in, the AMWU believes 
that there should be a requirement 
for their employer to also undertake 
domestic training of workers in the same 
skillset. No job should be allowed to stay 
on the skills shortage register for longer 
than it takes to train an Australian worker 
to do that job.

Recommendation 3:
All trade qualifications should  be 
recognised through nationally recognised 
trade papers or licences which register 
that the person holding the papers 
has met aset of common benchmark 
tests. These papers would reflect the 
qualifications of the tradesperson and 
ensure that apprentices graduate with 
the skills they need, and employers can’t 
simply ‘tick and flick’ apprentices to meet 
their ratio requirements.

Recommendation 4: 
The AMWU notes the number of 
women undertaking apprenticeships 
remains low and supports initiatives to 
remedy this underrepresentation. The 
federal government should consider 
quotas for women in apprenticeships 
and traineeships in projects that attract 
government investment, finance, and 
other forms of support. Further, it 
should explore options for promoting 
skilled trades to women and girls in our 
schooling systems.

Recommendation 5: 
The federal government should develop 
and implement a ‘Principal Tradesperson’ 
qualification. This should encapsulate 
qualifications gained through 
apprenticeship as well as recognise 
additional learning. This policy would 
be in the vein of the German ‘Master 
Tradesperson’ category and would allow 
skilled, experienced, and knowledgeable 
tradespeople to be recognised and 
remunerated in the workplace.

Recommendation 6:
The AMWU calls on the government to 
explore options to fund similar upskilling 
and reclassification initiatives, such as the 
recent Future Print program, involving 
industry bodies and trade unions in other 
industries.
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Summary of 
Recommendations

Recommendation 7: 
The federal government should reinstate 
funding for a trade union program 
around the development and recognition 
of skills. This should include appropriate 
funding and support for the technical 
work of reclassification.

Recommendation 8:
The federal government, in conjunction 
with industry and trade unions, must 
develop clear guidelines to ensure 
we have proper governance of our 
skills system which incorporates the 
principles enunciated in the original 
Award/ Structural Efficiency processes. 
Such a governance structure would help 
ensure our training system produces 
resilient and adaptable workers with 
the skills and qualifications to do the 
work of the future, and secure industrial 
mechanisms for recognising those skills 
and qualifications.

Recommendation 9:
The AMWU supports a minimum ratio
of apprentices to tradespersons on
all projects that attract government 
investment, finance, and other forms
of support. This policy has been 
successfully implemented previously at a 
federal level and is currently the policy of 
several state governments.

Recommendation 10:
When bidding for government contracts, 
only firms that put their apprentices 
through nationally recognised training 
packages should be utilised.
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AMWU COVID-19 (Mandatory) 
Vaccination Guidelines
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AMWU COVID-19 (Mandatory) 
Vaccination Guidelines
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